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0.l. This paper deals with elementary embeddings of models of ZP set theory. 
We investigate the direct limits associated to the sequences of elementary 
embeddings and f&us on their well-fbundedness. Such sequences will be called 
elementary sequences for short. Now let r be a pointclass (in the Baire space 
(u”); we say that a family of elementary sequences (&)aGcuo is Ccomplete iff the 
set of all cw’s uch that I, has a well-founded limit is r-Complete. The existence of 
a Fcomplete family enables one to represent the sets in r in terms of 
well-fbundedness of limits, and this fact can often be converted into a proof of the 
~determinacy. In fact the key point in Woodin’s proof of PD is the existence of a 
I&omplete family for II ~2 [5]. However the complete families introduced in 
this proof are not e%plicitly described. In this paper we restrict ourselves to the 
Grst level of the projective hierarchy, and describe two I&complete families 
quite precisely: 
‘llmmem 1. IRtj be an iterable elhnentary embedding of a model of ZFC into one 
of its s&no&h. For y in d”, define the o-sequence J, by J.(n) =j’Y~nl~, where j@j 
is t&e p-th itera& of j. Then the f&y (Jy)ytlDO is lI_Comphe. 
~lieorem 2. Leti be any iterabkk ehentary embedding of a rank into itself. Let C 
be {e: o- o U (-1); (Vn) (E(n) en)}. For E in C define the o-sequence JC, by 
K,(A) :=i, K,(n) := K,(n - l)K,(n - 2) l l l K&(n) + l)[K&(n))]- 
Then the family (K,),,= is lT~-compkte~ 
An application of Theorem 1 is the unification of the classical proof of 
II~determinacy from O# with the proofs of determinacy for the higher levels in 
the projective hierarchy. 
0.2. The methods we use for proving the results above are very different from 
those used in [3], [4], [S]. Instead of using set-theoretical arguments like measures 
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properties, we try to anaiyse the involved sequences of elementary 
purely algebraic and combinatorial tools. In particular the 
the limit of some sequence J is proved by exhibiting an 
afthelimitofsoane~~t~~~cj,j,j,...)intothelimitofJ, 
pIoved by exhibiting an embedding 
known to be well-founded, like the 
some (iterable) elementary embedding. We do 
methods presented here are deep enough to 
they could help, even in the case of the 
separate the set theoretical core fkom‘ 
of the paper is as fotiows. Section 1 sets the notations. 
scheme for getting IIiarnplete families: this leads 
)a as a natural caudidate fir I&completeness. In. 
Se&on 3, a relevant algebraic nofion of product of sequences is developed. In 
4, 1 is proved usiug an analysis of (J!), in tern% of products. In 
5, analysis expresses K, as a product qf more simple sequences 
&. section 6 proves the well-foundedness of the limit of &. Finally Se&on 7 
combinates the results of Sections 5 and 6 in order to prove Theorem 2. 
1.l. In this paper, we investigate some of the algebraic properties of the 
elementary embeddings of models of ZFC, involviug operations like composition 
or iteration. The most handy framework for doing this is provided by the 
elementary embeddine of a rank into itself= in this framework only one model 
appears and no rest&ion exists on the definition of the operations. 
So in the sequel, we assume that there exists a non-trivial elementary 
embeddings of the rank VA into itself, and let 3 be the set of all elementary 
e of VA into itself (including the identity, denoted by id). Some of the 
results proved in this context are still true in more general cases (see Section 3). 
Let j, k be members of 3: their composition is denoted by jk (jk(x) is j@(x))); 
it is still a member of 3. Likewise the result of applying j to k is denoted by 
JIM - we use square brackets in order to avoid confusion with syntactical 
brackets-it is dehed by: 
i[k] := U j[k 1 Kl= 
atA 
g operations on 3 satisfy some algebraic identities like the 
#co~kte fiamiks of elimenmy sequences 
Lemma. For every i, j, k in 3, the equal&s below are true: 
(i) i[jk] = i[j]i[k], 
(ii) ij[k] = i[j[k]], 
(iii) jk = j[klj. 
These formulas 
stands for (X[Y])& 
have to be read according to the usual conventions: x[ylz 
Xy[z] stands for (xy)[z], x[yz] stands for x[(yz)]. 
1.2. Every member j of 3, except id, moves some ordinal below A. The least 
ordinal moved by j is denoted by crit j -the critical ordinal of j. 
Lemma. For every i, j, k in 3, the rehations below are true: 
(i) crit k[i] = k[crit i], 
(ii) criti<critj~critk[i]<critk[j], 
(iii) criti<critk+critk[i]=criti, 
(iv) criti~critk+critk[i]>criti. 
1.3. The application of j to j itself gives raise to the usual notion of iteration. 
W6nSon. (i) For j E3, set j’ := j[j]. 
(ii) For j E 3 and n E o, j@) is inductively defined by 
J<OI := j 
# 
jM+l) := fjWy_ 
Lemma. Forevery jdandp,nEm withpen, thefollowingholds: 
j@)[j(n)] , j(n+O. 
Lemma 1.2 implies that the sequence (c&j@)), is strictly increasing (and 
&men’s inconsistency result that A is sup(crit j@)) for every j in 3). 
l.4. Some notations will be useful for dealing with long products. 
Deli&ion. (i) If D is any set and I is in SD, the set {x E D ; I(x) # id} is called 
the support of I, and denoted by supp 1. 
(ii) Assume that (D, <) is any linearly ordered set and that I in So has a finite 
support. Then n< I, also written KED I(x), is defined by 
< I(xl) *-4(x,) ifsuppIisnatemptyand(xl,. . . ,,,) 
rII 
.- .- 
1 
is the x-increasing enumeration of supp I, 
id otherwise. 
(iii) If I is in So and p, n are integers with p C n, we write 
P > 
I_I I(z) for rI I(z) 
n zs{p,. . . , n-l} 
m produds with U are often encountered be&se of the choice for the order 
of the operaI& in composition.) 
AssumethatZisin3”. 
pSn, set Z(p, n):= @I. 
is dim3edz its direct limit (the -model) is 
by lint I, while the corresponding embeddings are denoted by Z(ZI, (u), 
When 2 is given as (&&w, then ,n)iswritten&&orpcndcu. 
2& The fobwing idea is naturak in order to get a Z&complete fami!y of 
elementary embedd@s, one uses a linear ordering on a~ as a parameter and one 
triestoprovethatthesequence associated to some ordering has a well-founded 
limit iff this ordering is a well-ordering. Now the second natural idea is that the 
best way for making the preceding equivalence true is to define the sequence of 
elementaryembeddkgs associated to some ordering in such a way that its limit 
contains some witness for the well-fouudedness of the given ordering, for instance 
a sequence of oxiinals whose order type is the one of the given ordering. 
We are thus led to the following question: assume that < is a given linear 
ordering on a; construct a sequence of elementary embeddings Z< such that some 
canonical sequence of ordinals S(I,) & & I< is order isomorphic to <. 
23. There exists a uniform way fix constructing sequences (of ordinals) using 
direct limits of sequences of elementary embeddings. 
Assume that a sequence of ordinals 8 satisfying some prescribed unitary 
property 9(8,4) is wanted. If sufkkntly many critical ordinals of the members 
of 3 satisfy the Unite approximation of p, then an inductive construction 
following the scheme below is interesting. 
. 
defkd by 
(i) For Z in S”, let S(Z) be the (partial) sequence of ordinals in a Z 
S(Z)(n) := Z(n + 1, o)[crit Z(n)]. 
(ii) Assume that, for every n, q,, is a formula with n + 2 free variables. We say 
that ml,, is a wn~bwclktg farnil,, for @I,,),, iff, for every n, I;ln is a mapping if 
~xVinto3andforeveryainVandj,,,...,j,_,in3, 
%l(cfit kliol, l l l , crit kv,J, crit k, k[a]) 
holds, where k is F,(j,, . . . , in-+ a). 
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(iii) If (FQ,, is a collstfllcting family, then define I((FJ,,, a) in 2P to be (i,,),, 
where &, is inductively constructed by 
C := E&,&D], i2&& l . . ) L-1, io,&]). 
Roof. I& (kJn be W%h, 8). Then g+&rit i+&], l l l , crit i,, crit iO,n+l[a]) 
holds for every n. Now applying in+l,a, to the preceding sentence yields the 
desired conclusion. 0 
The application of the above principle to a given property Q, involves three 
steps: 
(i) to divide Q, into convenient fmite approximations; 
(ii) to get constructing fkniiies for these form&s; 1 
(iii) to compare the existence of sequences satisfying p in V and in the direct 
Ii&nit of some sequence of elementary embedding: this in particular includes the 
study of the well-foundedness of this limit. 
2.3. We now turn t? the particular question raised in 2.1 and try to apply the 
scheme described in 2.2 to the property ~(e, <): “(e, <) is isomorphic to 
(0, x)“. ‘Ihe approach naturally leads to the sequences K, quoted in the 
introduction. . 
We successively investigate the three steps introduced in 2.2. Step (i) is easily 
carried out. Indeed o(e, <) as above is equivaient to (Vn) (q,@ 1 it + 1, x)), 
where QD,(S, <) is any sentence whose meaning is: “the position of s(n) among 
S(0) ,..., s(n-1)w.r.t.C isthesameasthepositionofnamong0 ,..., n-l 
w.r.t. 4’. 
Several sentences may be chosen. In order to get a handy formulation, we 
introduce a convenient notion of coding for the linear orderings. It is useful for 
the sequel to put a general definition as follows: . 
D&&ion. Let 43 be a D-indexed sequence (= indexed by D) with D s m, and -C 
be a linear ordering on (the image of) 9. Then for I = 1, 2, r-code@, 0 is the 
mapping of d into o U (-1) defined as follows: 
I 
P iff e(p) is the immediate successor of 
1.code( 63, <)(n) : = e(n) in (63% + 1, =), 
-1 i@ 49(n) is maximal in (g”n + 1, <). 
2-code@, <)(rr) := card{t c n; e(z) x 43(n)}. 
(We write kode(D, <) for kode(idD, <)). 
The first coding emphasizes the nallte of the elements while the second one 
P. ZMmoy 
the rank of the elements. The principal discrepancy between these 
olreliesinthefactthatthefirstonesdonotusepaits. (For 
property, see 121.) The following is easy (and allows the use 
be Lbsq-, <, 4 be heat Ott on e, 8’ tespectlvely. 
<) = l-lmde(8’, 4), 
x) = 2+mde(8’, 4), 
)H 8’(n) is an isomorplhkm of (8, <) ont0 (e’, 4). 
(ii) y:D-,cuU{-1}ist!zel=co&(msp.dre2-code)ofsomeEnearot&r@on 
D #J&t? fdlowing CondjtioIL hokik 
Now coming back to the original question, we have 
. ~(8, -c) is equivrrlent 20 (Vn) (q@ t n + 1,x)) wke (p,(s, <) is: 
14?ode(s, c)(n) = lSode(m, K)(n). _ 
2.4. We now fixus on step (ii) of 2.2, i.e. on getting a constructing family for the 
SeQueIloe (q& as above. 
. Fotmyjd, dkjk F~:XxV43acfoltows: 
a<):= j, 
I 
jp ifg = I-xde(o, <)(n) &p 3 0, 
FQjO, . . . , jnwl, +:= ji if l-code(cu, g)(n) = -1 and crit jq 
is maximal anwng crit jO, . . . , tit jn+ 
if N ir a heat ordering on o (and anything othetwise). Then (FL),, k a 
---N f&Y fot (Q)n)Il= 
(Assume that < is a linear ordering on o), fix any n and set 
p : = l-oode( o,+(n). 
Gwe 1: p 30. We claim that the immediate successor of exit jP among 
crit &&], . . . 9 crit jP[jn_-l] is crit ji. Indeed crit ji is certainly > crit jP. If crit jz is 
Ccrit jp, then crit j&J is equal to crit jz 
%xitjP, then critjJ&] is acritj;, so the 
therefore is < crit j;. If crit jz 5s 
is proved. 
Gzse2: p=-1. claim that crit ji is > crit ji[iO], . . . , crit j;DJ whenever 
crit jq is marrimal among crit jO, . . . , ~&j~_~: but crit jz s crit j,, implies crit jz c 
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c&j& then critjt = crit ji[ jz] and finally crit ji[jJ s crit jq < crit jk The proof is 
complete. Cl 
2.5. Remark. We noticed that other choices for the formulas p* were possible. 
For instance a symmetric approach emphasizing the predecessor instead of the 
successor leads to &&s, <): 
l-code@, >)(n) = l-code@, S)(n). 
A new constructing family F,‘i then naturally ap_pears: 
Ff(<) := j, 
ji if q = l-code(m, >)(n) and q a0, 
F,‘i(jo, . . . , jn_*, i ) := jO if l-code(o, >)(n) = -1 an3 crit jp 
is minimal among crit jO, . . . , crit jn+ 
However (FL& as above is only a partial constructing family as the characteristic 
property only holds when the additional hypoth&s “crit jY < crit jz +crit ji s 
crit jz” is satisfkxl by the arguments jO, . . . , jm_a of F,‘i. As this hypothesis is 
preserved by Fn)i, it causes no trouble in the inductive construction of Lemma 2.2. 
One verifks that I((F$),&) is not necessarily equal to I((Fi,),, <). As the Grst 
family does not seem tc be more interesting than the second one and is less 
handy, it will not be studied here. 
on the other hand, it is not hard to see that replacing l-code by 2-cede (or 
another similar coding) in (pn introduces no new sequences. So the families 
Z((Fi,),, <) and I((F$),, <) appear canonical to a certain extent. . 
2.6. We now connect the sequences I((Fin)n, <) with the sequences K$ quoted in 
the introduction. 
DefMtion. Assume that e is some l-code. For j E 9, defioe K$ in 31uu{-1) as 
follows: if km stands for K{(n), then 
Id i otherwise. 
Using an immediate induction, one sees that the above definition can also be 
written (using the same notations): 
k  ._ ( ii ifnEdom&, 
n*- 
z&?(n) 
ld i otherwiie 
where &*(rr) is the (Me) set {n: s(n), E(E(~)), . . . 1. 
Let i = Z((ZQn, +(n), E = 1 <) and k =K{(n). We prove 
onn*equalityofi,and i*=ko=j. Assumen>Oandlet 
a 0. Then Q = ip+&J, and k, = kp+l,n[kp]: so in = k, follows from 
&,, =iq+1 ,@;I, wheae crit iq+l ,&] is maximal in 
;iiz gn - 1). Now ‘mrding to the conskction of Z((ZQn, a), 
(@ritiz+l&J; OGzSn - 1}, c) is order isomorphic to (dom E nn, x). So 
cemidy Q is the maximal member of (dom E n n, <) and therefore E(Q) must be 
equal to -1. It follows that kq = ko.Jj], and so we have: 
k8 = kSj] a k&OJill = kqd8[kql = 
and&,=R,fobwsagainfcomtheinduction 
This follows fkom 
27. Before going on, we introduce a new fbmily of scqkii;“nces of elementary 
. It that these sequenass also pexiorm the construction of a 
sequence of ordinals with prescribed order type, although their introduction 
cannot be just&xi by means of any ‘constructing family’, and is therefore less 
j(*n)) 
J”):=(id 
if n E dom y, 
otherwise. 
2fhsume hit < is a Enem ordering on 0. Then for every j&V, 
@, <I), c) is isomorphic to (0, <). 
Let y = 2sode(o, 0 and jm =py(“? For any integers p, z, crit j@)[ j”] = 
titl(” if z <p and = tit j4+l) otherwise (Lemma 1.2). So for every n, 
{critj@~~~z~]; 0 S z S n - 1) = {criti”‘; 0 s z s n arrd z #p}. 
follows that for every n, the set { jr+l,n[crit jz]; 2 C n) is exactly {crit j@); 2 C n} 
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(use .inductiox.t on n). Therefore the following equalities hold (for every n): 
= card{sa<.A; @tj@) < crit jn} 
= card{2 en; 2 < y(n)} =*_y(n). 
Thus y = 2=code(S(J$), <j and the concl&ion fMlows f!roti Lema 2.3. 0 
2.&M- this’ pihti l’we: Ihave then ‘introduced twb families 1 of . sequences. 
If the. ideas ‘iof’ 23 aide x&~etS; these ~famili& are .natural candidates-for 
Z&ompleteness. For proving this result, one has to study the well-faundedness 
df thelin!&~~of these Seqruence~ (step’ (iii) of 2.2). We shall prove. the followin& 
Clearly Theorem 1 for the case of j in 3 and Theorem 2 are corollaries of this 
sesulti 
We notice at once : .&at (i) *above is. immediate Qxcause the ; parmne@ - is 
invariant under all the elementary embeddings)as Corollary 2.6aridUnkma .2.‘7 
respectively assert that the ordinals of 3 ]iy and of 9 K{ contain a 
subsequence-isomorphic to.@; <): if C is not weMOunde& neither .lii&T$ nor 
I& .K$ can be well+founded.- 
The next sections of this paper are devotedsto the proof of (i$. 
3. Products of sequences 
3.1. One of the basic tools we use in the sequel inordcr to study some member 
of !P@ is to split this sequence into the product of 8 family of more s@nple 
subsequences. We introduce now the convenient notion of product. 
:D&ition. (ij-Say. that a family (ZxjxED, of members of EP is sfuzred iff the sets 
suppI, are pairwise disjoint for x e D. , 
(ii) Assume that (D, <) is a strict linear order and that (ZxjxeD is 
family of members of 3? A new member @&, I’. of 3” is defined as fk~llows: 
ld i ifm,sueby~Xkts. 
above makes sense, as &(O, n) may be different fkom id only if 
~~=n~isnotempty,aMithis~~ratm~ndifllerentvalnesofr 
foIkws. Assume that (I&ED is any family of members of 3? Lf D is countable, 
there exists a new family (.&ED thatisshatedandsuchthat,~reveryxED,If 
is obtamed kom Ix by inserting extra terms with vahr~ id (c is an ‘aerated’ 
versionofZ*). ofanusetheproduct@’ z,&: depends on the way 1: has been 
ob@ined fkom I, (i.e., on the choices of the ranks where extra id’s are inserted), 
aMt~o~on(thediredlimitsof)theI,andontheorderiag<on’D. The 
or@ properties needed for proving this result are the idenuties quoted iu LRmma 
1.1. See [l] for a purely algebraic investigation of these identities and in particular 
for a proof of the result above. 
3.3. We shall use in this section sequences of elementary embeddings whose 
length exceeds m. Of course the existence of the direct limit of a long sequence 
has to be just&d by extra assumptions. 
0 kt && be any sequence of elementary embeddings such that 
dum jc+t = range je for every f < 0. Inductively on a, define the ru~r&z&y and 
the mappings jp,* br p C t as follows: 
(i) (j&<e is O-continuous. 
(ii) Assume that r is successor and that (is)~<~ is (t - 1)-continuoous; then set 
fkp<a: 
. 
1p.r := I jr--ljp,r-1 if p < t - 1, k-1 otherwise. 
Say that (jg)sce is econtinuo~~ if moreover z c 8. 
Assume that z is a limit and that (j&ce is a ~-continuous for every u < t. 
Then let for p < t, jp,% be the embedding of dom jp into the limit of the directed 
system (do= j,, jp.~)pcocF Say that (is&, is +contiauous if moreover t < 8 and 
dam jr is the limit of the directed system above. 
Ihis definition is correct as the continuity is exactly what is needed in order to 
make sure that the systems above are directed. We say (j&t@ is c0M#uous 
i# it is z-continuous for every a < 8. 
34. We shall now prove that the products introduced in 3.1 represent in some 
sense the composition of the embeddings. 
The first step is as follows: 
Leam~~ Assume that (I, J) is a shared pa& in 3”. Let (je)e<a+m be the 
comw squence dqned by 
in := I(n), ja+r :=j0,M~)l. 
m!n 1 Qp J tifd (&a+m haue the same direct hit and the following equality 
hoi&: 
I MO, 4 = jO,a+roa 
Rd. Define, for n, p < ax 
I I(o, sup(n, p))[J@)] if n E supp J, kp n:= I(n) ifnEsuppIandnap, id else,. 
k,“:= ji,+,,, if p an, 
else. 
Now let us consider the diagram with o + 1 lines and o columns, whose p-tb line 
WLH,... and whose n-th column is$, jT9 . . . . One verifYks (trying each case) 
that every basic square of the diagram is commutative. Moreover the infinitely 
‘high’ rectangles of the diagram become commutative also when the direct limits 
are considered along the vertical edges: for we have to prove that for every 
n, ji:Lkf: = krjia holds for p large enough. Now if n E supp I, and p > n, then 
kpn = kz = id (the identities of various models in fact), while jit’= jzm = jP. If 
n~suppJ, andp>n, then k,” = jPIZIO, p)[J(n)]], that is j&[&l, and j:f’ = jia: 
so the condition holds. 
Now j: is, for every p, eventually equal to ic! when n grows, so certainly the to 
first lines of the diagram have the same direct limit. Standard arguments of 
‘chasing around diagrams’ show that there exists an embedding of this limit into 
the limit of the last line, and that this embedding is onto. So equality 
(isomorphism) holds. Gnally the equality of the embeddings are read from the 
diagram. I3 
. (i) Of course when no we%foundedness hypothesis is assumed, one 
@are asdatiVe in the following sens& 
3.6. Now the fdlowing establishes a more complete--connection between die 
product Qp and long’ sequences. 
First let us come back to the proof of Lemma 3.4. We get, if’-{Z, J} i ii 
shard, set@: 
(47”)” := I QDJ, P:=i(O, W), (Q” :=j$q,- 
that there exists a commutative diagram as follows: 
4 
l?+l 1 
4 
l ------,* l 
i’ i2 
_7 9 .-, . . . 
% 4 32 
Moreover j”+’ = jn whenever n $ supp I. 
We now turn to the actual lemma. Let c%e any ordinal ~8. According to 
Lemma 3.5, 
We.apply 3.4 to It and 8’ t+lc~C&, and get a diagram as above. Now apply j0,co8 
everywhere in this diagram. If we set 
this diagram is commutative and looks like: 
NOIV io.~&l(n) =Lf+IU and so 17 is exactly jartcu(c+l), and therefore 65 is equal 
to ki+’ (and their domains and ranges are equal as well). 
It follows that one obtains a large commutative diagram by stacking the 8 
diagrams above. We add a 89th line k& kf, . . . , where k: = id for every it (more 
precisely the identity of the range of jo,&. We claim that the in&rite rectangles 
of this diagram are commuRative (when as in 3.4 direct limits are taken along the 
infinite edges). 
Fii any integer n and any limit ordinal A G 8: we have to prove that there exists - 
c < A such that jg’ki = kijb holds. 
C&e 1: n $ U~C~<Bsupp 4. Then certainly S exists such that 5: < it, and 
n $ UtcS<Bsuppk. Now, for every 5 3 c, k! = id; so jt+’ =fi and jgl = jb as 
well. Thus the desired condition holds. 
C&e 2: n E &+=~supp 4. According to the construction of the jrs, one 
knows that jg = jE+l for every 5: < il (as n cannot be in supp 15). So. certainly 
jb = jg’ for every c c A. Now there exists c < A such that &+A supp I, n n is 
empty. For such a c, certainly jb =&, that is jmt,@A. Now kk = jo,aA 
[@2&e I&)], while 
Now the choice of c makes sure that I,,(O, n) be the identity for c 6 E <A, and 
thus one finally gets that ki =rU[ka, and this is the desired condition. 
So the diagram is ‘fully’ commutative. As for 3.4 stand& arguments then show 
that all lines have the same limit and that k$k k&& for every g G q, and, in 
particular, that &,, which is @es0 &(O, o), is equal to k&j&,, which is jo,cue. 0 
3.3. CoroIiary. Assume that (8 ) ‘g ece is any countable sequence in 3. Let (j&<e be 
the continuous sequence defined by jE := j&] and g be any one-one ing of 9 
z? lkhomoy 
De&e (&)e<~e by fe+n:=io,,,&(n)]. An immediate induction shows 
3.6. 0 
Siiar results can be proved tir anti-well-ordered products. In 
simply obtains the composition of all faders (instead of their 
annpo&ion aftex ‘diagonal transformation’). These developments show that 
correspond to inverse limits, while anti-well-ordered ones 
They are not useful for the actual results. 
4.l. The essential observation about J!! is that this sequence is a product of very 
simplesubsequeuces. 
Assume that y =2sode(D, <), where D is a subset of co. Then 
#!; = @;eDIx, where I, is defined by 
I=(n) := td rze . 
We just apply the &&nition: 
6 4(n) := n I,@, n)Cil- 
X4ED xcn 
Now &(O, n) = j if x Cn, aud = id otherwise. So K,I,(O, n) =ip, where 
P= ({x Cn; x E D and x Xn}), that is, 2ade(D, x)(n). 0 
So Ji, is the product of a (D, <)-indexed sequence of copies of j (a:. Ix is nothing 
but j, see Remark 3.2). 
is now easy to prove the part of Proposition 2.8 that concerns J$, i.e., to 
thedirectlimitofP! 
Assume that y=2-cude(D, <) and that j is a fixed member of 3. The q-th 
is denoted by pq) and we define j@‘*“) from J@) as jpln from jp in 3.3. In 
j(* =J$** q)[i! for every q. 
well-ordered initial segment of (D, <) and & be 
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D\D,. Let n be the isomorphism of (D1, <) onto some ordinal (8, C). According 
to 4.1 and 3.5, we get 
where y2 = 2=code(&, <). Define 4 for f c 8 by 
j 
40 ( - n := if n = a-‘(& id otherwise, 
and &, by fe :=&. Then J$ is exactly @gGti I’& 
By 3.6 we conclude that the limit of J$ is the limit of (&)atm(O+l), where 
Now (as in 3.7) we easily verify that iO,ae =ji”*“? On the other hand the limit of 
U&&#(e+1] is the limit of G&UBcetm(0+1) as well, so the limit of J$ is finally equal 
to the limit of j’“‘e)[J-J. 
Case 1: Assrune &at < is rwt a well-or&ring. Then D2 is not empty and 
(a, <) has no minimal element: this means that y2(x) = 0 for infinitely many X’S. 
Therefore in J$ the term j occurs infinitely many times, and the same holds for 
ji@ in j@q.J’nl: this is kn own to be a suflicient condition for ensuring the limit 
being ill-founded. 
tie 2: &zune that < is a well-or&ring. Then & is empty, J& is constant 
with value id, so lint J’ is the limit of the constant sequence rangej(oDe), i.e., is 
this model itself, while J$(O, 0) is j(“ne) composed with the identity of its range, 
i.e., j(OBe) itself. 
The proof is complete. 0 
Remark 1. Part (i) of Proposition 2.8 had already been proved using the order 
type of S(Ji,). In fact the actual proof is more general. Indeed coneming the 
properties of the critical ordinals, it only uses the relation crit k’ > crit k, while 
the proof given in 2.8 used the whole content of Lemma 1.2. 
Remark 2. The preceding proof shows that, if y codes a well ordering, J$ is, 
roughly speaking (see 3.3), the product of a well-ordered sequence of copies of j. 
In fact it can be proved that, if j is &-elementary of VA+1 into VA+I, every 
o-indexed product of terms constructed from j must have a well-founded limit. 
We do not know whether this is true for any well-ordered product. 
4.3. Corojlary. Let j be any elementary embedding of a rank into itself. Then the 
fouowing are e6pivalent: 
(i) j is iterable. 
(ii) For every y that is the 2-code of a well-ordering, & Jjy is well-founded. 
272 P. -y 
The direct limit of the following a-sequence: 
. 
j, j, j+? P, P’, P P--*9 j@0, j00 , . . . 
is j*“+ml, i.e., is the limit of the following a, + cu-sequence: 
j, jo), j?, . . . , j+@, j@+l), . . . 
by u(zn):=2u, y(2u + l)=u is the 2-cede of a well-ordering with 
44. The results above, as well as the precdng computations, have been stated 
of the elementary embeddings of a ralllft into itself. Namely this 
. 
unresbndept ase of the operation (j, k)-j[R]. But in so far as 
theproof%onlyusethealgebraicidentitiesof l.landtherelationcritk’>critk, 
as these identities are always available whenever the terms are defined, they 
can work in a more general bework. In particular, the definition of the 
i&rated jq@:=jqoLev] is always sound. A scrutiny of the proofs in 
Sctions 3 and 4 will convince everyone that the results stated here still hold in 
themostgeneralcase.Thusweget: 
Applyhg this to an elementary embedding of L into L allows one to rewrite 
the class&l proof of nf determinacy from O* in the same style as the proofs of 
determinacy for the higher levels of the projective hierarchy (see [3], [4]): 
changbg the universe at each step of the game using an elementary embedding 
@aces the indiscernibility arguments, and the proof finishes when the well- 
fou&dm~ of the limit of the involved elementary embeddings is pre+s&y 
known. Now in the H$case, (according to Lemma 2.7), the sequences Jjy can be 
used, and so the proof works. 
dd The proof of Theorem 1 is almost complete: the I+completeness of the set 
of all 2-cedes of well-orderings immediately implies that the family of all J$ for y 
a 2& is J&complete. The restriction to the case of y beiig a 2-c&e, i.e., 
-isf@% Vn) (r(n) g n), is not essential. We drop it now. 
We East enounce a combinatorial characterization of the 2-cedes of a 
wellGdering. 
Assume~y:D+oisa2=co&. lkttywdksaweU-orderingiff 
the f&wing 2: wndilion fnils: 
(38 : o- D)(fl b strMy increasing and lim(n - y@(n))) = m>. 
n 
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Now assume that y is any mappiig of29 to o: we’ wish to study J$. Clearly 
replacing D by B”k) and y by y o/3” where /? is strictly increasing only changes Jjy 
into an “aerated’ version J$ with the same direct limit. So wI.o~g. we may assume 
that y(n) s n holds for every n E D. Complete y into y+: o- o as follows: 
y(n) ifnED, 
Y+o:‘I, otherwise. 
Lemim. Assume that j is iterable. Then J$. has a well-founded limit iff y+ codes a 
well-or&&g. 
RooK*If y+ codes a well-ordering, J$+ has a well-founded limit and J$ is a 
subsequence of P!+: so J’v has a well-founded limit. 
Assume that y+ does not code a well-ordering. By the proposition above, j3 
exists in a)- such that @ is strictly increasing and limp (p - y’@(p))) = 00. 
We may assume that /3 is chosen in such a way that p - y+(/3@)) > 0 holds for 
every p. Let D’ = im @ and y- = y+ 1 D’. I~wE-D-, there exkts p such that 
n E p(p), so y’(n) <p s n holds, so certainly n E D and y’(n) = y(n). Moreover 
card(l)-n@(p)) =p, so y- is a &code. Finally @ is strictly increasing of o into 
D- and lim, (P - Y’WPD) = 00. ‘Ike&fore y- does not: code a well-ordering 
and J$- has an ill-founded limit: as Jjy- is a subsequence df ]iy, we conclude for J$ 
as well. •J 
. ,‘Ihe .question of the we&foundedness of’ the limit of 35 is thus completely 
settled&rd Theorem I is~proved; 
5.k :We now turn to the study of Kk- In this, section ‘we show that K{ can be 
decomposed into-a product of more simple sequences. The first step in to make 
the knowledge of the l-codes a little more precise. 
. De&u&m. .(i).The se&fall &codes is denoted by C. 
.(ii)*For e& and -nedomE, e*(n) denotes the finite sequence 
(8(n), Ed-‘(n), . . . , e(n), n) where d is such that ed+l(n) = -1 (and E’ means 
&O&Om l l O& 
9 1 terms). 
(iii) For e E C, TB is the tree on dom &made by all sequences ET(~) together 
with the empty sequence. 
‘I’h@ ‘d&&ion is correct? as; for every II E dom E, k*(k) is E*(E(II)) n (n) if 
. 
e(n) # -1, and is-(n) otherwise. 
e For E E C, E = l-code@*, %I& 
result is that E codes a well-ordering iB the 
53. We introduce now a notion of derivation for the l-codes. 
(i) For E E C, deGne de to be the restriction of e to {n E dom s; 
@ infinitehr many 2) (B E W))); 
(ii) IMne Muctively on g: 
a@&:=& iF+l& := a@&), 
For E E C, the fobving am quivaknt: 
(i) E clodes a weU-otig. 
(ii) tkcrt~acozuz&zbk8suchthat~e~isempty. 
. 
Assume E= kode(9, X). If (e, <) has a least member e(n), then 
certainly e(z) = n for no z >n: so n cannot be in dom &. -An easy induction 
shows that if (e, X) has a well-ordered initial segment with type 0, then the 
indices of the members of this segment are not in dom a%. So (i) implies (ii) (and 
morecver if E codes (e, C), then 8% is empty). 
Conversely assume that E does not code a wekxdering. Using Corolhuy 5.2, 
get a branch @ of T,. For every n and z~=n, p(n) = E~-“(@(z)), so &)E 
8*(@(z)), and /?(n) E dom 3~. Therefore fi is a branch of Tae and one contimaes. 
One obtains in this way that im j3 is included in dom 8%~ so (ii) fails. 0 
A parallel approach using an iterated derivation is also possible for the 
2-cedes. Indeed, if y = 2-code(D, X) and p is the in&mm of (D, <) (if it exists), 
then dy defined by 
r(n) ifn<pandnED, 
av(n):=(y(n-l) ifn>pandnED 
is exactly 2-mde(D\{p}, x). If y is the 2-cede of a well-ordering, then the &th 
line of the diagram introduced in the proof of 3.6 and used in the proof of 4.2 is 
J’$$ so this diagram corresponds to removing one after the other all the 
of the ordered set coded by y. 
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5.4. We now turn to the decomposition of Ki using the products of Section 3. 
The following technical result will be useful. 
Lemma. Assume that (0, <) is a linear or&ring and (Zx)xaD is a shared fq in 
P. Let I be @&I,. lkn for p Gq, the folkwing equalitjj holds: 
RUM. By induction on q-p. If q =p, the formula is straightforward. Assume 
thatq>pandqEsuppZz. Let 
$l := Zy(O, l.0, v,:=&(p,q), y:= fi u, [VY]. 
( ) X<Y 
We claim that 
fiuyvy=fiwy iby; 
Y- Y- Y<Z 
this is an extension of the algebraic identity jk = j[k]j, and easily proved using 
induction on supp(l(~)~ U supp(v,h. Now set 
< < < 
U .- r-I wY* V 
.- 
9- l - rI% 9 W 
:= 
rI wY- 
Y-Q Y-Q Z<Y 
We get 
Z(q) = (ii svy)K7M = ~az(cl)l~ jr<; 
I@, q) = u@[Zz(j.3, q jj jw (induction hypothesis). 
SC? 
I(P, !I + 1) = 04zw1Mv[lz(P~ dl)w 
= u(v~zmwz(P~ q)l)w 
= UoJ[l,(P, 4 + l)l)w 
and this is exactly the wished formula. 0 
5.5. Definition. For I in 3@ and A s o, define Z/A in So by 
Z(n) ifn $A, 
z/A(n) := Iid 
otherwise. 
knma. For e E C arid A c dom E such that &“A c A U { -1}, the followirzg 
equulity holds: 
K;=K’,/A@Z&. 
We w&e 3 fom IF; and 3 Ear :@JAWC$~A,~ and prove K(n)=J(li) 
on n. If n #A, then 3(n) = @A(n), that is K(n). Assumeme A, aad 
A3. I Then K(n) = K(& * 1, n)[K_(p)]i, Now set 
u := KfA(p, n) (=Kljq@ + 1, i)), v :=-K/A(O;p), 
w = Kz. tA(P + 1, n), R := H* r&&P)- 
wepeet 
ti &n) 7 fibI (a~ r A(n)-=p), .
J(n) = UWk n)[Ki, t&)1 
= uv[w[k~ 7 ztvy[k] 
while u(v[w]) =J(p + 1, n) by Lemma 5.4. So J(n) d(Ei + 
d 1 n = K 1 n we conclude that J(n) = K(n). 
Cbt? 2= p = 1. Then K(n) =K(O, n)[il. In cade X *oii khciuiii &at J(n) f 
J(0, n)u]: set u = K/A(O, n), w = Pi tA(O, n). Theo One 6as: 
J(n) = u[Fi &a)] = u[w~]]~=.un&j], 
and J(0, n) is exactly ztw @emma 5.4). 
‘Ihe proof is thus complete. * 0 
0 For j& and SEC, put: 
tiz := Rddom a~. 
We drop the superscripts ji lk i.be @e seqoed eember in the formula 
above. We prove inductively that K,(n)‘=J(bj. k&m& ‘that & 1 II =J 1 n. 
Curse 1: Deere &s& q < 8 such that n E stippXaqi; .ik, :n E dOm 8%!dom-dQ%. 
Let A, = dom 9~: A, satisfies the closure hypothesis of Lemma 5.4 (w.r.t. e). It 
follows from this lemma that K” = Kc/A, @ K, r Ai,’ and ih prtiular: (a. #J 6 :A,), 
that K,(n) = K,lA,(O, n) [& &4], i.e., &fA& n)[??a&OI- 
On the other hand we get . 1 
lZ+compkte fiamik of ekmmttuy sequem 2?7 
We claim that K,/A,(O, n) = I& I& (0, n); this clearly implies J(B) = K(n). 
Now let I = @&, k#P Lemma 5.4 shows that &&8K#=(O, n) is exactly 
I(0, n). Then I(z) =J(z) for z E suppoI (compare the definitions), so 
I(0, n) = fr J(z)9 that is also fi J(z). 
n n 
zasuppf ~@4’ 
Using the hypothesis J r n = K 1 n, the last term is equal to K,/A,(O; n): so the 
claim is proved, and we are done. 
Case 2: n E supp KS 
A,, = dom a%. 
aee, i.e., n E dom 8%. The proof is the same as above, using 
The proof is therefore com$ete. 0 
tZom&uy. If 8 co&s a weU-or&g, then there exist9 a countabk or&al 8 such 
6.1. Besides the products, the second tool we shall use for studying the direct 
limits is the notion of an immersion of a sequence into another one that allows 
one to compare their direct limits. 
Definition. (i) Any mapping f :a --) o that is non&creasing, cofmal and such 
that f (0) = 0 is cakd a grouping. 
(ii) Assume that I, J, K are in 3” and f, g are groupings. We say that (I, j’, g) 
is an inmembn of J into K iff I(0) = id and for every n the following equality 
holds: 
r(n + lMf(n), f (n + 1)) = K(g(n), g(n + l))I(n). 
We say that I is an exact immersion of J into K iff (I, id, id) is an immersion of J 
into K and n $ supp J implies I(n + 1) = I(n). 
Telling that (I, f, g) is an immersion of .I into K means that 
diagram is commutative: 
the following 
J(O) J(f(l)- I) _ 4fW) . l . . . . JWb- 1) c ‘(f(2)) 
1 NO) I w \ ‘(2) I 
K(O) 
’ . . . --a*- -- 
KW) - 2) KW)) KW) - 1) KWN 
Considering this diagram, we immediately obtain: 
we get a direct proof of Pqosition 2.8(i) for IQ?! 
@:cu-+domEisabranchof T,ands(B(O))=--1. Wewrite 
KforIli,, Defhteagroupiqgbyg(O):=O,g(~+l):=B(n)+1, andset 
I(0) := id, I(n + 1) == Kcg(@, B(n))l(n)* 
For every II, we get K(#S(n)) = I(n t l)[il, and therefore: 
K(B(n))l(n + 1) = l(n + l)j, 
thatiS, 
K(B(nWtMO, B(n))l(n) = I(n + l)j, or K(g@), g(n + l))r(n) = I(n + l)j, 
andthismeansthat(I,id,g)isanimmersionofJ&intoK. 0 
Thus once again (see Remark 4.2) the ill-foundedness of & Pi follows from 
. the only relation ait j’ > crit j (and does not use the whole content of Lemma 1.2). 
63, The aim of this section is to prove the following: 
‘Ibis proves that, whenever j is &able, &i has a well-founded limit. 
6A The proof us0 a rather precise analysis of the members of K$ 
Fromnowon(andtilitheendofthissection)jisfixedin3and~inC. We 
write & for K$(n) and set k --1 = j. We ti establish several lemmas. 
Assume E(n)=p (2 - 1). me?t, for every 1 ao, the folkbwihg holds: 
k,Qk,,l , nkpQ = kf+“k,+, ,,k@! * P 
AS k,, = kp+Jkp] (in any case), we get that k!? = kp+~.,,[kpo], ad then: 
ki9kp+a n = kp+l &?t 
k$Okp+I:&$O = ki0k:9kp+I,m 
= kc’+l)ko n .n +l,n = k:+“k,+I,&$O. 0 
w 2. &wne d(n) =p, with 1 > 0 and P(n) S 0. 27zet2 the fotiowing hold: 
(i) kf-‘) = &+I ,&I, 
(ii) ki9kP n = k,k, ,,a , . 
Pr&. By induction on 2 a 1. For I = 1, (i) is the definition of k,, while (ii) 
fdlows from Lemma 1. 
Assume I * 2. Let q = s(n) and r = &l(n). We get 
kf-‘) = k4+l,r[k$?-1)] = k4.,Jkf-z’] 
= U~P+l.#Pll (hd= hYP=) 
= k*+l .[k,lP 
k p,n+1= k,.,k, r 
= k:-“k,,& r (ind. hyp. as r = E”‘(n)) 
= k:-‘)k,+, ,jtP 9+1 
r= k~-l~k~,l;,k~-l~kP Q 
l 
(ind. hyp. asp = d-‘(q)) 
= k:Okq+l ,&t-‘)kP Q
= k,ok, ,,.’ 
, (Lemma 1) 
I 0 
Lemrmr3.Asmme-l~m<nandrrrswnethattheintegersl~,mGtbn,SCltiSfy 
h(m) = &+l(n) (with &(n) 2 0), 
d$z) > h(m) for m < 2 C n and x in dam 8: 
Then the folhving hold: 
0 k i $fh)= [kg)], 
huof. (i) Let p = h(m). We have 
k? = kp+l.,&] (Lemma 2(i)), 
kg-l) = kp+l,JkP] (if m a 1) 9 
so 
k,(lm)=k p+l,m+l[kpl (in any -9. 
Using au induction on the integer q decreasing from n - 1 to m in dom E, one 
shows that 
q+l 
( ) u ki? kp+l,q*l = k*+l.n. n 
P. -y 
= id, while if q E darn E., ti~n, using Lemma 2(ii), we 
and (ii) is proved. 0 
dkbume-ISm<nand assumethattkeintegerslz,m~rSn,satisfy 
++(m) = &(n) (wiHi &l(n) WI), 
&(z)aem) form<zCnandzEdoma 
inductively on q decreasing in 2. Assume that q is in 2 andp is maximal such that 
p <q and &p(p) = b(m): we can apply Lemma 3(ii) to the integers 
44 3 I +1s**=s q-19 1' and therefore we get: QP 
P P 
281 
whence 
so the induction goes on. 0 
63. We have gor so far various properties of the terms I#), i.e., the iterates of 
k,. The interest of these iterates lies in the fact that they are more simple than the 
original km. 
. D&&on We cienote by l(p, n) the maximal 1 such that E’(n) ap 8 n E dom 8 
and s bp,‘and 0 otherwise. 
(In particub, if dom 6 = n, we get k$toDn)) = j?) 
ploof. Using Lemma 6.4.2(i), we get for n E dom 8: 
k,(l(o~“) = k. ,Jj]_ , 
Using 6.4.2(ii), we have (as E’(‘~ m)(n) 3 0): 
ko ,n+l = kf(‘*“))ko I) = , k. ,Jj]ko ,, = s , k. n j. . 
An immediate induction then shows that, for every n E dom e, ko,, =~-(d~enn), 
when= k,, = j(~bmcnm))_ 0 
Thus the sequence (kz(“*““)n is nothing but au ‘aerated’ version of & So 
proving Proposition 6.3 is essentially immersiug & into the sequence (kt(oBm))),s 
Remark. The existence for a term k of Z9 that has been constructed from j (using 
composition and ‘application’) of two integers l, n such that k(O = j@) is in fact a 
general property (it is proved using induction on the complexity of the term k). 
6.6. Lemma. The fouOtig relcrtion holds for every.n, p: 
l(p,n)-1 ifp#nandpEE*(n), 
4P + l,n) = (l(p, n) e&e. 
By induction on p; assume proved for p - 1. Choose any n. 
Casel: n$domEorn<p. T&enZ(p+l,n)=I(p,h)=O. 
Gzse 2: n E dom E and IL =p. Then l(p, n) = 0, and l(p + 1, n) = 0 as well. 
be 3: n E dom e and n >p. Then @‘in)) ap and &r@**)+‘(n) Cp hold (by 
NOW &p*)(n) =p exactly iff p E P(n). If this holds true, l(p + 1, n) 
must be lb, n) - 1, othemise l(p, n) must be l(p, n). 0 
We say that an immersion (2, fi g) is p-t&&l when f(z) = 
)=idholdfbreveryz6p. 
letJpin3ve asfoliows: 
if n up or n $ dom aE, 
. 
key lemma is the fbllowing: 
Gxistrap-bivial ihmedon of JP+l in& JPs 
Threecasesmay-. 
1: p*&Bma l%enJ,+I=J,. 
2= p~domAdomaE. Let p<ql< . l l C qr be the increasing enumera- 
tion of ail z’s such that p E E*(Z). By Lemma 6.6, we know that JP+&) =J’&) 
fix every z exe ql,. . . , qr. The detition of A yields: 
e@@)(p) = d@s*p)(qr), 
flsz)(z) s &@)(p) for p c z < r and z E dam &. 
Moreover, Z(p + 1, L) is equal to I(p, t) or Z(p, z) - 1 for every z, and it is equal 
tOI(p,Z)-1 forzin{qI,..., qr}. Applying Lemma 6.4.4 we get 
P P 
LIk <r@,m = L 
q,+l - 
LIk wP+1m 2 9 
!lr+l 
that is Zp(p, qr + 1) =Jp+&, qr + 1). The diagram berow then exhibits the wished 
immen&E 
a 
Case 3: pubmae= LetpCqOCq1Cq2C=- be the increasing enumeration 
Of all Z’S such that p E E+(z). Let r be any integer; as above we have 
#w-)(q,) = &!-+3(q,+1) = p, 
d@*“‘(z) >p for qr C z < qH1 and z E dom s. 
a 6.4.3(i) we get (writing q for q, and q’ for qr+l): 
(l@.q’)-0 = 
47’ 
whence (as l(p + 1, q’) = l(p, q’) - 1): 
that is 
wished 1 
q+l Q 
LIk (NP+l,a) = MPzn z LIk t # 
q’+I Q’ 
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J,‘,,(q,+,, qr+l + 1) =JP(qr, rHl). The diagram below then exhibits the 
immersion (the p-th step works only because Ip+&) is defined to be id):. 
The proof is complete. Cl 
6.8. It remains to “stack” the immersionfi above. 
Lemma. Assume that for every p them e&t5 Q p-triviai immersion of Jp+l into Jp 
(whete (J& is mj sequence in (P)“). Th+m Sure ecKisls an immemion of I& J+ 
into JO, where QUJ ’ is &$ned by I& J,(n) := the limit value of (J,(n)),. 
Roof. First notice that we can always restrict ourselves to immersions with type 
(2, id, g): any immersion (I, f, g) cm be completed to an immersion of this type 
adding extra arrows using composition. Now if (4, id,&) is, for I = 1,2, an 
immersion of Jl into JI+l, then (I, id, g) is an immersion of J1 into J3, where I and 
g are defined by 
sin) := gz(gli~)h I(n) : = pzkl(in))lf(n)~ 
This immersion is denoted by (Z2, id,g2)(Zl, id,g,). 
We now turn to the lemma. Assume that, for every p, (4, id, gp) is a p-trivial 
bJp+, into Jp. Define ip and gp by 
. #I, id, go) := (b, id, go), 
(I p+~p id, g,+d := (I,+;, id, gp+d(& id, lTph 
and 1, g by I(n) := I,(n), g(n) =&(n). 
We claim that (I, id, g) is an immersion of l& J, into Jo. Choose ariy integer n. 
We have 
k+& + l)J,+l(n) =J&n+l(n), &+dn + l))~+dn) 
because (&+l, id,g,+l).‘is an immersion of Jn+l into Jo. For every z an + 1, 
(If, id, gz) is (n + I)-trivial, hence Jz+l(n) = J,(n) ami J,,l(n) =: e J*(n). NOW 
gn(n) = n and I,,(n) = id (because (In, id,g,,) is n-trivial: so #,+1(n) =&(n), and 
t+,(n) = I,(n). Thus the equality above can be rewritten as: 
I(n + 1) Ijm J=(n) =Jid&(n), g(n + W(n), 
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6.3. Using the notatious above, we con&de fkom 
and6.8thattkeexistsanimmersionof @&intoJO. Now IjmJ, 
while jO is ahuost S*: more precisely (I, id, g) is an immersion of JO 
Lg--by: 
I(n) := id, g(m) := card(dom 8 n 8). 
alast of immersions, we get the result of 6.3. 0 
A l ometriu# interpretation of the proof above can be given: for 
p. Insuch&way 
into the 81at tree 
XI. Owing to corollary 5.6 aud Proposition 6.3, the last ingredient that is 
needed f4~ studying fli is a result acceding Zhe products aud the immerkions. 
Thefirststeptowardsucha~tisasfo~ows: 
Assume - v&D isashadfmnilyofmembersof9”andthatI,is 
an aact immasion of JY into J;, where suppJ; is in&&d in suppJ,. Then for 
everyhearordb&g-mnDdzere~anexad 
@b&J:, whea J:= Jx for y #x. 
immmion of 8&J= into 
We claim that I is the wished exact immersion. Frx any integer rr. 
Gase 1: n $ supp J. Then J’(n) = J(n) and I(n + 1) = r(n). 
CIZW 2= n E supp Jz with z < y. Then J’(n) = I(n)[J(n)] and I(n + 1) = I(n). 
Case 3: n E supp Jr. Then J(n), J’(n), I(n), I(n + 1) are aqectively k[J,(n)], 
k~JSa)l. k[IAzN k[Ih + l)], where k = IL, Jx(O, n). 
-h&4: n ;‘ib Jz with y -C t. Then J’(n) = i(n) while I(n + 1) = J(n)[I(n)]. 
In any case, the immersion condition holds at n. 0 * 
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Rd. Let, for every z, i” be an exact immersion of Jz into Ji and let & be the 
immerhn axut~cted from Iz and (.?j&, as in Lemma 7.1. Define I by 
I(n):= fi &(n). 
XeD 
This makes sense as {E,&(n)#id} is certainly finite as the construction of 5 
shows that t(n) #id implies suppJ, n n # 0. 
We claim that I is the requested immersion. Fix any n. Let (yl, . . . , y,,J 
be the < -in&easing enumeration of {z; suppJ, n n + 1 # 0). Clearly I(p) = 
G_(p)= l e h*(p) br p = n or n + 1. For I= 0, . . . , m define (&D as follows: 
J’ -I J: ifxE(y1, l l l ,n}, 
*. . 1 Jx otherwise. . 
Write J’ for @:&Jfr It shtiuld be ckar that p is @&&, while J’” and @&Ji 
have the same + 1 first terms. In order to prove that the immersion condition 
holds at n, it therefore suflices to show that I(n + lp(@ =F(n)l(rs). Now this 
equality would ertainly hold if &,t were defined as in Lemma 7.1 from I,, and 
(J’) 1c r&: this however is not true, but if 5, is this last immersion, then (because of 
the order of the y;s) i,,, and & have the same n+ 1 fust values. So we are 
done. 01 
7.3. The last lemma is the following trivial one: 
Asslune that there exists tzn immersion 
g such that the sequence I&WdbY 
of K into J. Then them exists a 
J@(n), g(n + 1)) a(lo) ‘~ (id if supp K S n, othewise 
satisfies: (i) supp I c supp K. x 
(ii) There exikts an exact embedding of K into I. 
7.4. We are now fmally able to prove the part of Proposition 2.8(ii) that concerns 
Kj 8. 
Asswne that E is the l-code of some well-ordering with type 8. By 5.3 we know 
that 8’ exists such that 8% is empty. Assume that 6’ is minimal with this 
property: then (according to the proof of 5.3) 6’ s 8. By 5.6 we get 
FQI every g in B’,there exists an immersion of kite into & (Proposition 6.3). We 
assume that supp kite is infinite for every 5‘ in 8’ (this can fail only if 8’ = % + 1 
as the finiteness of dom & implies the emptiness of dom 3%). Using Lemma 
7.3 we get for every g a gmuping ge such that, when 4 is defined by 
4 is included in sup~i?$~~ and there exists an 
&& into 4. Using 7.2 one concludes that there exists an 
into @&& Noftr Iet (j,&~~ the continuous sequence 
=ji”6’ for every &s 8’. This is proved inductively on & if 
true for e, then, as j@@@b*‘] =+*+p), je+r,= 
~re~~n,sothedirecClimitofthej~+~sistbediredlimit 
+@% thus jeMe+l) =J *-de? The limit case is obvious. We now 
casewhexe8’isa suuxssor ordinai and dom #‘% is finite, a 
iu the definition of 1ee_1 leads to 
5 $, _G = domj*~e’-l)+~ where N = sup(dom a”‘-%). 
In any case we conclude there exists an elementary embedding of * Pi into 
domr(” for some r~&L- aud therehre an elementary embedding of I& Ri . 
into d4HIqP? 
The proof is complete. 0 
7as g method fails to prove that if e codes 0, then the 
direct limit of j@Q-as for the sequences J+because the 
. . e a removes in general more than one point: it seems difiicult to modify 
it theresuhsofSection6true. 
end of the proof above could be more elegautly written if we had Grst 
proved the following (true) result-see Remark 3.2 and [1]: 
Assume that for every x E D there exists an immersion of & into Jx. Then for 
every linear ordering < on 0, there exists an immersion of @&K, into 
e~ce in Sap with only one term equal to j and the 
others ‘beii id, Section 6 means that &AS can be immersed into a,‘,, j, and 
therefore SE can be immersed into @& (@zEa, j), that is (LenuG 3.5) @:<,a j 
and the proof is finished. 
. As we said in the introduction, it is doubtful that 
, without extra tools like measures, relevant for getting r- 
in the case of more complicated &classes. Nevertheless we 
at the sequen are in some sense very 
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. DelBaihon l ForKinS”, defirne&nZV”by 
R(0) : = K(O)‘, 
I&##) := (i&O, n)[K(n)])[R(n - 1)] if n * 1. * 
The sequence K is exactly the sequence corresponding to the application of the 
scheme 2.1 to the tillowing property ~(6, K): e(0) <crit K(O)’ and 
(Vn) (e(n + 1) <K(n + 1) [e(n)]). Thus R constructs a witness for the ill- 
foundedness of linp K. The well-foundedness of lirp K when linp K is ill-founded 
is the key point in Woodin’s proof of projective detcrminacy [S]. Now the 
following shows that the sequences & are closely related to the sequences Pi: 
Leauma. Assume that E is any l-c&e BM doms in&&d in 2lV (rhe even 
tige@.Exte&&toBbyi1(2n+l):=2n-1. Tiren(forevetyjin3)~‘isequal 
to the mzriction of K{ to the odd integers. 
The geometrical interpretation of E is very simple: Tz is made from z by 
adding a new branch below the root of T=. 
Similar expressions exist for the iterates 13, . . . involving sequences that slightly 
generalize the K,‘s but still have simple geometrical interpretations. 
We shall not go further in this paper. 
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